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Dock Station 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
Dock station provides you with an easy way to access body cameras, and collect, store, and play audio, video, and picture 
files in the connected body cameras. 

 

 Dual system design which is highly stable. Supports wall mount, mobile mount, and desktop mount. 
 13.3-inch ultra-large touchscreen with 1920 × 1080 resolution and convenient operation. 
 Unlocks body camera bin by recognizing face to guarantee safe device storage. 
 Equipped with eight body camera bins in standard. Four dock stations can be connected. Up to 32 body cameras can 

be connected simultaneously. Supports auto charging. 
 Two standard USB interfaces provided. One is used to connect to a mouse or keyboard for software operation, or 

connect to a USB flash disk to upgrade the dock station. The other one is reserved. 
 Supports six hard disks. Standard 2 TB storage capacity. Up to 8 TB for each disk. RAID0, RAID1, and RAID5 can be 

customized. 
 Supports auto uploading of body camera data (picture, video, and audio), and clearing the storage space of body 

camera automatically. 
 Locks important data of body camera to avoid being deleted. 
 Supports data protection in sudden power cutoff. 
 Log management to record all the operation logs. 
 Overwritten storage to overwrite the collected data according to the collection sequence when the storage is full. 
 ANR for data uploading to prevent data loss. 
 Supports file search in multiple modes, and video, audio, and picture playback. 
 Local upgrade. 
 Multi-user management. Multi-users can be associated with one dock station. 
 Files can be uploaded to CVR and cloud storage. 

*Notes: 
*Wall-mounted bracket and bracket assembly are required for the dock station DS-MDS003/DS-MDS005.  
*Wall mount: Please order the bracket (DS-MH1901 or DS-MH1902). 
*Desktop and mobile mount: Please order the bracket (DS-MH1901 or DS-MH1902) and the bracket assembly (DS-MH1601 or 
DS-MH1602). 



 

 Specification 
Screen 

Screen Size 13.3 inch 

Resolution 1920 × 1080 

Touchscreen Capacitive touchscreen 

Smart Function 

Face Picture Comparison Body camera access by face picture comparison 

General 

Operating System Linux, Android 5.1.1 

Memory 2 GB 

Indicator Charging indicator, working indicator 

Button Power Button 

Product Weight 18.295 kg (40.334 lb.) 

Product Dimension 635 mm × 604.6 mm × 108.7 mm (25" × 23.8" × 4.3") 

Package Weight 24.1 kg (53.13 lb.) 

Package Dimension 793 mm × 393 mm × 578 mm (31.2" × 15.5" × 22.8") 

Ingress Protection IP20 

Power Supply Mode External power supply 

Working Temperature -10 °C to 55 °C (14 °F to 131 °F) 

Working Humidity RH (93 ± 3)% 

Storage Temperature -25 °C to 50 °C (-13 °F to 122 °F) 

Light Supplement 

White Light Supported 

Storage 

Number of Extended Storage 6 

Extended Storage Media Hard Disk 

Extended Storage Capacity Max. 8 T for one 

Peripheral Device Interface 

Charging Interface Three-phase plug 

External Interface RJ45, RS-232, USB 2.0, USB 3.0 

Loudspeaker Supported 

 
 Available Model 
DS-MDS003/2T/8 

DS-MDS001/6T/8 

DS-MDS001-8S 

DS-MDS003/2T/8 

DS-MDS003-E 

DS-MDS003/2T/8/TYPEC 
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 Accessory 
 Optional 

DS-MH1601 
Dock Station 

Desktop Bracket 

DS-MH1901 
Dock Station Mount 

Bracket 

DS-MH1902 
Dock Station Mount 

Bracket 

DS-MH2311(C) 
Body Camera 

DS-MCW407(C) 
Body Camera 

 
    

DS-MH1602 

Dock Station 

Desktop Bracket 

DS-MCW406 

Body Camera 

DS-MCW407(D) 

Body Camera 

DS-MCW40B 

Body Camera 

DS-MDS003-E 

Dock Station Expansion 

Unit 

 
   

 

 


